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Welcome
Welcome to the January to June 2019 Computer Science, Information 
Technology and Game Design Catalogue.

We welcome your feedback on our publishing programme, so please do not 
hesitate to get in touch – whether you want to read, write, review, adapt or 
buy, we want to hear from you, so please visit our website below or please 
contact your local sales representative for more information.

www.crcpress.com

Prices are correct at time of going to press and may be subject to change without 
notice. Some titles within this catalogue may not be available in your region.

Prices, publication dates and content are correct at time of going to press, but may be subject to change without notice.
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Automata and Computability
A Programmer's Perspective

Ganesh Gopalakrishnan
This class-tested textbook provides a comprehensive and
accessible introduction to the theory of automata and
computation. The author uses illustrations, engaging examples,
and historical remarks to make the material interesting and
relevant for students. It incorporates modern/handy ideas, such
as derivative-based parsing and a Lambda reducer showing the
universality of Lambda calculus. The book also shows how to
sculpt automata by making the regular language conversion
pipeline available through a simple command interface. A
Jupyter notebook will accompany the book to feature code,

YouTube videos, and other supplements to assist instructors and students.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
March 2019: 279 x 216: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55242-5: £59.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14817-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138552425

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Big Data
A Tutorial-Based Approach
Nasir Raheem, DBTech Consultants Inc., Sunnyvale, USA
This book explores the tools and techniques to bring about the marriage of structured and
unstructured data. It focuses on Hadoop Distributed Storage and MapReduce Processing
by implementing (i) Tools and Techniques of Hadoop Eco System, (ii) Hadoop Distributed
File System Infrastructure, and (iii) efficient MapReduce processing. The book includes Use
Cases and Tutorials to provide an integrated approach that answers the ‘What’, ‘How’, and
‘Why’ of Big Data.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science
February 2019: 216 x 140: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18345-5: £54.00
eBook: 978-0-429-06093-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367183455

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Big Data in eHealth

2nd Edition 
Blender Foundations
The Essential Guide to Learning Blender 7.2x
Alan Thorn, National Film & Television School, Upminster, UK and Roland Hess, is 
the leading expert on Blender. He is one of a handful of people who has been involved 
with Blender since its inception, and is a key voice in the community.
Blender Foundations is the definitive resource for getting started with 3D art in Blender, 
one of the most popular 3D/Animation tolls on the market. With the expert insight and 
experience of Alan Thorn and Roland Hess, animators and artists will learn the basics starting 
with the revised 2.7x interface, featuring modeling tools, sculpting, lighting and materials 
throughout the animation pipeline  from rendering to video editing.

Routledge
Market: Games & Animation
June 2019: 254 x 178: 400pp
Pb: 978-1-138-62620-1: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-315-22968-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-240-81430-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138626201

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Blender to Unity Workflows
Alan Thorn, National Film & Television School, Upminster, UK
Blender and Unity together is the ultimate toolkit for the indie developer looking to make 
amazing games for free. This book takes an in-depth look, in easy-to-follow language, at 
how these amazing tools work together practically to produce high quality games. Explore 
how to create game content inside Blender, from models and animations to textures and 
video, and then see optimal workflows for exporting that content straight to Unity, quickly 
and easily. See tips, techniques and features for editing content between the two 
applications.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
June 2019: 229 x 152: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30660-8: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-30659-2: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14184-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138306608

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Browsers, Devices, and Fonts
A Designer's Guide to Fonts and How They Function on the WebChallenges and Perspectives

Gary Rozanc
Part technical and part theoretical, this practical guide to web
typography helps designers understand how the typographic
choices they make in layout and prototyping programs behave
once they are turned into live code. Through a series of demos,
this book teaches designers how to create typographic specific
webpages by learning just enough HTML and CSS to be able to
view the pages in different browsers, devices, and operating
systems. With live webpages to evaluate, designers will learn
how to test those pages for supported features and performance,
ensuring font choices look as good in the browser as it does in
their layout program, delivering a speedy experience to the
users.

Nandini Mukherjee, Jadavpur University, Calcutta, India,
Sarmistha Neogy, Jadavpur University, Calcutta, India and
Samiran Chattopadhyay, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India
This book focuses on the different aspects of handling big data
in healthcare. It showcases the current state-of-the-art
technology used for storing health records and health data
models. It also focuses on the research challenges in big data
acquisition, storage, management and analysis. The techniques
for data acquisition is presented in detail. This book will benefit
researchers working with big data in other areas like environment
monitoring and smart cities.

Chapman and Hall/CRC Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science and Engineering December 2018: 229 x 152: 196pp
December 2018: 235 x 156: 236pp Hb: 978-1-138-61234-1: £115.00
Hb: 978-0-815-39440-2: £82.00 Pb: 978-1-138-61231-0: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-351-05779-0 eBook: 978-0-429-46506-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815394402 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138612341
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Composition for the 21st ½ century, Vol 2

Thomas Paul Thesen
This book is about composition and its application in animation,
illustration, games and film. It covers all various aspects of design
and explains in detail the use of the specific aspect and provides
examples of its impact. Focus is on the ability of each aspect to
tell a story and how it affects story. Additionally case studies are
included that explain the successful use of those aspects in film
and animation. The book is geared to students and professionals,
however tries to be as simple as possible in the presentation of
each aspect, but also complex in its case studies. The book’s
goal is to see composition as a technical part of image and film

2nd Edition 
Computational Structural Biology
Edited by Srinivas Aluru, Iowa State University, Ames, USA and Mona Singh, Princeton 
University, New Jersey, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology
Now available as a three-volume set, the second edition of this popular handbook provides 
expanded coverage of many important topics and recent developments in computational 
biology. With updates in each chapter, the book incorporates the latest research and 
applications in systems biology, including next-generation sequencing.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Bioinformatics
March 2019: 254 x 178: 1000pp
Hb: 978-1-439-87405-9: £145.00
eBook: 978-1-439-87406-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439874059

2nd Edition 
Computational Systems Biology
Edited by Srinivas Aluru, Iowa State University, Ames, USA and Mona Singh, Princeton 
University, New Jersey, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology
Now available as a three-volume set, the second edition of this popular handbook provides 
expanded coverage of many important topics and recent developments in computational 
biology. With updates in each chapter, the book incorporates the latest research and 
applications in systems biology. This volume explains how to generate data for structure 
learning, simulate and analyze biochemical networks, assess methods for reverse 
engineering gene networks, construct gene regulatory networks and protein-protein 
interaction networks, identify building blocks of cellular interaction networks, and much 
more.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Bioinformatics
March 2019: 254 x 178: 1000pp
Hb: 978-1-439-87402-8: £145.00
eBook: 978-1-439-87404-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439874028

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Contemporary High Performance Computing
From Petascale toward Exascale, Volume 3

Edited by Jeffrey S. Vetter, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Tennessee, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science
This book focuses on the ecosystems surrounding the world’s
leading centers for high performance computing (HPC). It covers
many of the important factors involved in each ecosystem:
computer architectures, software, applications, facilities, and
sponsors. This third volume will be a continuation of the two
previous volumes, and will include other HPC ecosystems using
the same chapter outline: description of a flagship system, major
application workloads, facilities, and sponsors.

CRC Press
Market: Computer Science and Engineering
February 2019: 254 x 178: 584pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48707-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-03686-3

and as an artistic tool.

CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
February 2019: 279 x 216: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74094-5: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-74090-7: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-315-18312-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138740945

2nd Edition
Computational Genomics
Edited by Srinivas Aluru, Iowa State University, Ames, USA and Mona Singh, Princeton 
University, New Jersey, USA
Series: 500 Tips
Now available as a three-volume set, the second edition of this popular handbook provides 
expanded coverage of many important topics and recent developments in computational 
biology. With updates in each chapter, the book incorporates the latest research and 
applications in systems biology, including next-generation sequencing. This volume explores 
the tools and techniques for large-scale pyrosequencing, massively parallel sequencing, 
single molecule real-time sequencing, short read error correction, referencing genomes, 
high-throughput sequencing and genome assembly, metagenomics, and plant genome 
annotation.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Bioinformatics
March 2019: 254 x 178: 1000pp
Hb: 978-1-439-87399-1: £145.00
eBook: 978-1-439-87401-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439873991

Computational Health Informatics
Arvind Kumar Bansal, Kent State University, Department of Computer Science, Ohio, 
USA, Javed Iqbal Khan, Kent State University, Computer Science, Ohio, USA and S. 
Kaisar Alam, Improlabs LLC, Dayton, New Jersey, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series
This class-tested textbook is designed for a semester-long graduate, or senior undergraduate 
course on Computational Health Informatics. Integrating a computer science perspective 
with a clinical perspective, the book is designed to prepare computer science students for 
careers in computational health informatics and medical data analysis. The focus of the 
book is on clinical issues that require computational analysis, informatics, or automation. 
It also teaches various artificial intelligence techniques, statistical techniques, and 
computational techniques that are widely used in health data analysis and health 
informatics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
May 2019: 254 x 178: 504pp
Pb: 978-1-498-75663-1: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11898-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498756631

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138487079

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
From Parallel to Emergent ComputingData Classification using Neural Analytics
Edited by Andrew Adamatzky, Uncoverntional Computing Centre, Selim Akl, Queens
University and Georgios Ch. Sirakoulis

Alan Biem, Opera Solutions
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Machine Learning & Pattern Recognition

From Parallel to Emergent Computing  provides a visionary statement on how computing
will advance in the next 25 years and what new fields of science will be involved in

This book presents neural networks from a theoretical viewpoint with practical applications.
Unlike other books, which focus on a single architecture or view neural networks primarily

computing engineering. This book is a valuable resource for computer scientists working
today, and in years to come.

through a machine learning prism, this book provides a comprehensive view of neural
networks from its roots in neuroscience to recent work on both connectivity theory and
statistical classification theory. Additionally, it describes a variety of neural network CRC Press
architectures under a unifying theory, allowing readers to better comprehend the variety
of neural network algorithms.

Market: Computer Science & Engineering
February 2019: 254 x 178: 696pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05401-1: £115.00

Chapman and Hall/CRC eBook: 978-1-315-16708-4
Market: Computer Science & Engineering * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138054011
May 2019: 235 x 156: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-498-71866-0: £69.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498718660

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Genome Analysis in RDeep Neural Networks
Pawel Michalak, Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, Blacksburg, VA, USAWASD Neuronet Models, Algorithms, and Applications
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational BiologyYunong Zhang, Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, Guangdong, China, Dechao

Chen, Sun Yat-sen University and Chengxu Ye, Qinghai Normal University
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Series
Deep Neural Networks: WASD Neuronet Models, Algorithms, and Applications  introduces deep
neural networks, with a focus on the weights-and-structure determination (WASD) algorithm.
Based on the authors’ 20 years of research experience on neuronets, the book explores the
models, algorithms, and applications of the WASD neuronet, and allows reader to extend
the techniques in the book to solve scientific and engineering problems. The book will be
of interest to anyone working in the fields of neuronets, computer mathematics, computer
science, artificial intelligence, numerical algorithms, optimization, simulation and modeling,
deep learning and data mining.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science and Engineering
March 2019: 235 x 156: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-138-38703-4: £115.00
eBook: 978-0-429-42644-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138387034

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Discrete Methods in Population Genomics
Laxmi Parida
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology
The extent and accessibility of modern sequencing technologies have transformed
population genetics to population genomics. Focusing on this new area, this book explores
the combination of combinatorial and statistical methods to produce novel algorithms to
solve problems, bringing accuracy and efficiency simultaneously into the solution. Each
chapter includes an explanation of the problem, the mathematical formulation, discussion
of the theory, a list of exercises, references to further reading, and notes.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Comuter Science & Engineering

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is expected to revolutionize biomedical research. 
However, the analysis of millions of DNA/RNA sequences is becoming a real challenge as 
the capabilities of standard computers have been far exceeded. This book guides readers 
in the processing and analyzing of genome-wide data with minimum computer RAM 
requirements. It focuses on practical solutions to a wide range of next-generation 
sequencing bioinformatic problems such as data import, read demultiplexing, trimming, 
quality checks, alignment, transformations, normalization, annotation, motif search, and 
differential expression. No prior programming knowledge is required.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
April 2019: 235 x 156: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-482-21036-1: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-482-21037-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482210361

2nd Edition 
Handbook of Computational Biology
Three Volume Set
Edited by Srinivas Aluru, Iowa State University, Ames, USA and Mona Singh, Princeton 
University, New Jersey, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology
Now available as a three-volume set, the second edition of this popular handbook provides 
expanded coverage of many important topics and recent developments in computational 
biology. With updates in each chapter, the book incorporates the latest research and 
applications in systems biology, including next-generation sequencing. The three volumes 
focus on Computational Genomics, Computational Systems Biology, and Computational 
Structural Biology.

March 2019: 235 x 156: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24502-8: £61.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482245028

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Bioinformatics
March 2019: 254 x 178: 2406pp
Hb: 978-1-439-87409-7: £310.00
eBook: 978-1-439-87451-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439874097

Browse and order online:
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
2nd Edition Mathematical Principles of the Internet, Volume 2
Introduction to High Performance Computing for Mathematics

Nirdosh Bhatnagar
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer and Information Science
Series
The purpose of these books is to provide mathematical principles
of Internet engineering. They do not aim to provide all of the
mathematical foundations upon which the Internet is based.
Rather, they cover a partial panorama and key principles. The
book is divided into two parts. Volume 1 explores Internet
engineering. The supporting mathematics is covered in Volume
2. The chapters on mathematics complement those on the
engineering episodes. An effort has been made to provide
justification and informal proofs as much as possible. Each

Scientists and Engineers
Georg Hager, University of Erlangen Nuremberg, Germany and Gerhard Wellein, 
University of Erlangen Nuremberg, Germany
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science
This book is a well-recognized and leading guidebook on High Performance Computing 
for a broad audience of readers from industry and academia. The new edition is completely 
reorganized and updated to include the latest research in HPC. A new introductory chapter 
and a new chapter on accelerated computing have been added to the book to keep 
pace with recent advances.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
May 2019: 254 x 178: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30445-1: £125.00
Pb: 978-1-482-25293-4: £53.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138304451

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Mathematical Principles of the Internet, 
Two Volume Set

chapter also begins with a portrait and a brief account of the work of a prominent 
mathematician/scientist/engineer.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
January 2019: 254 x 178: 694pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50551-3: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14662-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138505513

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Mechanical Creations in 3D
A Practical Look into Complex and Technical Setups for Animation 
& VFXNirdosh Bhatnagar

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer and Information Science
Series
The purpose of these books is to provide mathematical principles
of Internet engineering. They do not aim to provide all of the
mathematical foundations upon which the Internet is based.
Rather, they cover a partial panorama and key principles. The
book is divided into two parts. Volume 1 explores Internet
engineering. The supporting mathematics is covered in Volume
2. The chapters on mathematics complement those on the

Stewart Jones
Cogs, cranks, wheels, plates, chains, springs and pistons - a
nightmare for animators. This book shows 3D artists how to
create, setup, control and automate movements for complex
and technically challenging mechanical structures all while
working on a superdetailed steampunk train! This book will
specifically implement current industry trends and techniques
for animated mechanical structures. We will be using 3ds Max
only, with no plugins and no additional software. Readers will
close out this book with a completed steampunk train for their
portfolios.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

engineering episodes. An effort has been made to provide justification and informal proofs
as much as possible. Each chapter also begins with a portrait and a brief account of the
work of a prominent mathematician/scientist/engineer.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & EngineeringMarket: Computer Science & Engineering
November 2018: 229 x 152: 170ppJanuary 2019: 254 x 178: 1768pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56050-5: £115.00Hb: 978-1-138-50528-5: £310.00
Pb: 978-1-138-56049-9: £53.99eBook: 978-1-315-14659-1
eBook: 978-0-203-71156-9* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138505285
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138560505

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Mobile Apps EngineeringMathematical Principles of the Internet, Volume 1
Design, Development, Security, and TestingEngineering

Edited by Ghita K. Mostefaoui and Faisal Tariq
The objective of this book is to gather best practices in the
development and management of mobile apps projects. It will
provide the concepts, architectures, models, and key
technologies, which are required to achieve successful mobile
apps projects. It will emphasize essential concepts and their
application to real life problems. The book will cover
requirements gathering and analysis, mobile device operating
systems, design patterns, development tools, languages, and
technologies, as well as other fundamental concepts. It will also
examine quality and testing procedures for mobile apps, along
with providing software engineering case studies.

Nirdosh Bhatnagar
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer and Information Science
Series
The purpose of these books is to provide mathematical principles
of Internet engineering. They do not aim to provide all of the
mathematical foundations upon which the Internet is based.
Rather, they cover a partial panorama and key principles. The
book is divided into two parts. Volume 1 explores Internet
engineering. The supporting mathematics is covered in Volume
2. The chapters on mathematics complement those on the
engineering episodes. An effort has been made to provide
justification and informal proofs as much as possible. Each

Chapman and Hall/CRCchapter also begins with a portrait and a brief account of the work of a prominent
mathematician/scientist/engineer. Market: Information Technology

December 2018: 254 x 178: 144pp
Chapman and Hall/CRC Hb: 978-1-138-05435-6: £77.00
Market: Computer Science & Engineering eBook: 978-1-315-16692-6
January 2019: 254 x 178: 1022pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138054356
Hb: 978-1-138-50548-3: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14661-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138505483

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Nature-Inspired Computing
Swarm-Intelligence Based Algorithms
Nazmul H. Siddique, University of Ulster, Magee, UK and Hojjat Adeli, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, USA
There is information processing in nature performed in a distributed, self-organized and
optimal manner without any central or external control. Scientists have been observing
these phenomena in nature for many years and trying to understand, explain, adapt and
replicate in artificial systems. This book provides a comprehensive introduction to
nature-inspired computing with an emphasis on applications to real-life engineering
problems. It focuses on swarm-intelligence along with key algorithms such as ant algorithms,
bat algorithms and firefly algorithms.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Engineering - Electrical
June 2019: 235 x 156: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24484-7: £140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482244847

Dummy text to keep placeholder
On Animation
The Director's Perspective Vol 2

Ron Diamond
On Animation: The Director's Perspective is a collection of
interviews with 21 animated feature-film directors. These
extensive interviews were conducted over the past several years
by filmmakers and educators (and peers to the directors
interviewd) Tom Sito and Bill Kroyer. Interviews cover in-depth
discussion of each director's career -- focusing on their creative
development, their films, lesson learned and advice. The

interviews were edited and produced by Ron Diamond.
CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
February 2019: 254 x 178: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06709-7: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-06656-4: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-15884-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138067097

Dummy text to keep placeholder
QR Codes
The Technical Guide
Michael M. Stark, Boise, Idaho, USA
This book is a complete treatise on Quick Response (QR) Code symbols—the square
barcodes that can be read by smart phones. Widely used in marketing, they also reveal a
creative solution to interesting challenges in computer graphics. The book describes the
theory behind QR Code symbols and details the processes of encoding and decoding
information in a QR Code symbol. The book explains sophisticated error correction
techniques that allow a symbol to be scanned even if it is partially obscured, and it delves
into the theoretical foundation of error correcting codes using basic mathematics.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Computer Graphics
June 2019: 229 x 152: 200pp
Pb: 978-1-466-59146-2: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-466-59147-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466591462

2nd Edition 
RapidMiner
Data Mining Use Cases and Business Analytics Applications
Edited by Markus Hofmann, Institute of Technology Blanchardstown, Dublin, Ireland 
and Ralf Klinkenberg, Rapid-I, Dortmund, Germany
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series
Written by leaders in the data mining community, including the developers of the 
RapidMiner software, this book provides an in-depth introduction to the application of 
data mining and business analytics techniques and tools in scientific research, medicine, 
industry, commerce, and diverse other sectors. It presents the most powerful and flexible 
open source software solutions: RapidMiner and RapidAnalytics. The new edition will update 
all chapters to RapidMiner 7, and will add at least six new chapters, including new chapters 
on text mining, time series, and educational data mining.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
May 2019: 254 x 178: 600pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19700-8: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-315-28289-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-20549-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197008

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Reinforcement Learning for Cyber-Physical Systems
with Cybersecurity Case Studies
Chong Li and Meikang Qiu
Reinforcement Learning for Cyber-Physical Systems with Cybersecurity Case Studies is an ideal 
text for graduate students or junior/senior undergraduates in the fields of science, 
engineering, computer science, or applied mathematicians. It would also prove useful to 
researchers and engineers interested in cybersecurity, RL and CPS. The only background 
knowledge required to appreciate the book is a basic knowledge of calculus and probability 
theory.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
February 2019: 235 x 156: 222pp
Hb: 978-1-138-54353-9: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-351-00662-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138543539

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Scalable Algorithms
Edited by Vassil Alexandrov, Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Spain and Jack 
Dongarra, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science
Novel scalable scientific algorithms are needed to enable key science applications and to 
exploit the computational power of largescale systems. This is especially true for the current 
tier of leading petascale machines and the road to exascale computing as HPC systems 
continue to scale up in compute node and processor core count. These extreme-scale 
systems require novel scientific algorithms to hide network and memory latency, have very 
high computation/communication overlap, have minimal communication, and no 
synchronization points. Authored by two of the leading experts in this area, this book 
focuses on the latest advances in scalable algorithms for large scale systems.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
June 2019: 235 x 156: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-498-73894-1: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-498-73895-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498738941
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Data ScienceSmart Data
David Roi Hardoon and Reuben Ng, Ernst & Young, SingaporeState-of-the-Art Perspectives in Computing and Applications
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Big Data SeriesEdited by Kuan-Ching Li, Providence University, Taiwan, Qingchen Zhang, Laurence

T. Yang, St. Francis Xavier University, Canada and Beniamino Di Martino, Universita
della Campania, Italy

This book serves as a pocket guide containing rules of thumb to support aspiring data
scientists in growing their careers or existing data scientists facing new domains or

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Big Data Series challenges. Illustrated in simple terms, the underlying guiding principles are signposts for
data scientists to follow and apply in their professional careers. In humorous style, the

This book explores smart data computing techniques to provide intelligent decision making
and prediction services support for business, science, and engineering. It also examines

authors address key questions encountered in their engagement with data science
practitioners such selling or positioning a data science project and surviving as a data
scientist.the latest research trends in fields related to smart data computing and applications,

including new computing theories and data mining and machine learning techniques.
Chapman and Hall/CRCThe book features contributions from leading experts and will cover cutting edge topics
Market: Computer Science & Engineeringsuch as smart data and cloud computing, AI for networking, smart data deep learning, Big

Data capture and representation, AI for Big Data applications, and more.
June 2019: 229 x 152: 120pp
Pb: 978-1-498-72455-5: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498724555Chapman and Hall/CRC

Market: Computer Science & Engineering
March 2019: 254 x 178: 376pp
Hb: 978-1-138-54558-8: £100.00
eBook: 978-0-429-50767-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138545588

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Think Like a UX ResearcherSwarm Intelligence Methods for Statistical

Regression How to Observe Users, Influence Design, and Shape Business Strategy
David Travis, System Concepts, London, UK and Philip
Hodgson
This book aims to bridge the gap between uX content that is
authoritative but at the same time easily digestible. It will contain
a series of essays on UX research. Although the book could be
read from cover to cover, our assumption is that user researchers
will dip in and out of the book, somewhat like a bedside or
coffee-break reader. User researchers will turn to this book to
get inspiration and stimulation in various aspects of their craft
as well as to stimulate team discussion topics. The first part of
the book sets the stage and the last part encourages user
researchers to reflect on the way they work. THe ramining
chapters discuss the phases of a typical research project.

Soumya Mohanty
A core task in statistical analysis, especially in the era of Big Data,
is the fitting of flexible, high-dimensional, and non-linear models
to noisy data in order to capture meaningful patterns. This can
often result in challenging non-linear and non-convex global
optimization problems. The large data volume that must be
handled in Big Data applications further increases the difficulty
of these problems. Swarm Intelligence Methods for Statistical
Regression  describes methods from the field of computational
swarm intelligence (SI), and how they can be used to overcome
the optimization bottleneck encountered in statistical analysis.

Chapman and Hall/CRC CRC Press
Market: Games & AnimationMarket: Computer Science & Engineering
January 2019: 229 x 152: 284ppDecember 2018: 216 x 140: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-138-36535-3: £115.00Hb: 978-1-138-55818-2: £54.00
Pb: 978-1-138-36529-2: £36.99eBook: 978-1-315-15127-4
eBook: 978-0-429-43078-7* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138558182
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138365353

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Visual Data DiscoveryThe Art of Coding
Paul Rosen, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida, USA and Kristin Potter,
University of Oregon, Eugene, USA

The Language of Drawing, Graphics, and Animation
Mohammad Majid al-Rifaie, Goldsmiths, University of London, Anna Ursyn, University
of Northern Colorado and Theodor Wyeld Series: AK Peters Visualization Series

The purpose of this book is to provide an introduction to the practice of visualization for
an educated, but non-technical, audience. The majority of visualization books are targeted

The aim of this book is to bring programming skills closer to the reader by presenting
coding in a visual way. The book approaches programming not as a discrete or

towards future visualization designers and not potential users. Many core visualizationdiscontinuous set of skills, but rather as an approach to creativity, or a constellation of ideas.
techniques are available to users in over-the-counter software packages, however technicalThe book will discuss interactions between images and text, music and text, as well as
language, extensive graphical user interfaces, and non-intuitive workflows make thesemusic and images, all in the context of programming, visualization, and the media. The
tools inaccessible to everyday users. Visualization is a powerful tool for understanding dataauthors explore various learning styles with a focus on the use of online-streamed video
and communicating ideas, and this book will empower those looking to begin utilizing
those powerful data analysis and exploration techniques.

tutorials and project based approaches. The book will also feature a collection of learning
projects for students and instructors to select specific themes from.

A K Peters/CRC PressChapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & EngineeringMarket: Computer Science & Engineering
June 2019: 235 x 156: 300ppMay 2019: 254 x 178: 300pp
Pack - Book and Ebook: 978-1-498-74519-2: £46.99Hb: 978-1-138-62964-6: £61.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498745192* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138629646
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3rd Edition2nd Edition 
3D Animation for the Raw Beginner Using Autodesk Artificial Intelligence for Games

Ian Millington, Gwent, UK
AI is an integral part of every video game. This book helps propfessionals keep up with the 
constantly evolving technological advances in the fast growing game industry and equips 
students with up-to-date infortmation they need to jumpstart their careers. This revised 
and updated Third Edition includes new techniques, algorithms, data structures and 
representations needed to create powerful AI in games. The companion website includes 
downloadable and executable source code that will be regularly updated by the author.

CRC Press
March 2019: 235 x 191: 1150pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48397-2: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-351-05330-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-123-74731-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138483972

2nd Edition
Breaking Out of the Games Industry
Matthew M. White
This book offers a perspective into a phenomenon becoming more and more common: 
AAA developers ‘going indie’. It’s a perspective of the games industry that is more critical 
than fawningly positive. It’s written in a punchy, sarcastic tone that invites further exploration.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
April 2019: 229 x 152: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36008-7: £145.99
Pb: 978-0-815-36006-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-351-11930-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815360087

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Composition for the 21st 1/2 Century, 2 Volume set

Thomas Paul Thesen
This book is about composition and its application in animation,
illustration, games and film. It covers various aspects of design
and explains in detail the use of the specific aspect and provides
examples of its impact. Focus is on the ability of each aspect to
tell a story and how it affects story. Additionally case studies are
included that explain the successful use of those aspects in film

and animation. The book is geared to students and professionals, however tries to be as
simple as possible in the presentation of each aspect, but also complex in its case studies.
The book’s goal is to see composition as a technical part of image and film and as an artistic
tool.

CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
February 2019: 229 x 152: 1104pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74095-2: £190.00
Pb: 978-1-138-74092-1: £100.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138740952

Maya 
Roger King, University of Colorado, Boulder, USA
3D Animation for the Raw Beginner Using Maya is an ideal academic textbook as well as 
a superlative do-it-yourself training manual. When employed as a text, it frees the instructor 
from the painstaking task of developing step-by-step examples to present Maya’s complex 
interface and basic capabilities. When used for individual study, aspiring animators revel 
in the book’s easy-tofollow, hands-on learning style.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Animation
February 2019: 229 x 152: 440pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38879-1: £155.00
Pb: 978-0-815-38878-4: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-351-17268-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815388791

2nd Edition
3ds Max Modeling for Games 
An Insider’s Guide to Stylized Modeling
Andrew Gahan, is a leading industry authority in next-generation consoles and digital 
gaming. He is an expert in all gaming tools for commercial game development, 
including: 3ds Max, Maya, and Mudbox.
Learn how to model comic-style a la Pixar with the expert techniques found in 3ds Max 
Modeling for Games: An Insider’s Guide to Stylized Modeling. This new volume will show 
you the ins-and-outs of stylized modeling, including characters, vehicles, environments, 
and much more. Follow the story of cover characters Robert and Robot as their adventure 
takes you through the world of modeling, vegetation, alpha-maps, and much more! This 
book is also packed with highly detailed tutorials feared toward enhancing your modeling 
skills and expanding your portfolio.

Routledge
Market: Games & Animation
May 2019
Hb: 978-1-138-30739-1: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-30731-5: £53.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138307391

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Adaptation for Animation
Transforming Literature Frame by Frame
Hannes Rall, Associate professor, Nanyang Technological University
Talented animation artists often neglect successful storytelling in favour of strong visuals, 
but now you can have both with this complete guide to adaptation for animation. Veteran 
independent filmmaker Hannes Rall teaches you how to draw and adapt inspiration from 
copyright-free materials like fairy tales, myths, and classic literature, making it easier than 
ever to create your own compelling narrative. With sections on subjects like transcultural 
adaptations, storyboarding, visual poetry, and colour scripts, this book is just the right mix 
of practical advice, lavish illustrations, and industry case studies to give you everything you 
need to start adapting your story today.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Animation
June 2019: 235 x 191: 600pp
Hb: 978-1-138-88647-6: £94.99
Pb: 978-1-138-88648-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-71449-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138886476
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3rd Edition
Computer Graphics Through OpenGL®
From Theory to Experiments

Sumanta Guha, Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand and
Sumanta Guha, Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand
This textbook presents a comprehensive introduction to
computer graphics that uses an active learning style to teach
key concepts. Equally emphasizing theory and practice, the book
provides an understanding not only of the principles of 3D
computer graphics, but also the use of the OpenGL® Application
Programming Interface (API) to code 3D scenes and animation,
including games and movies.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
December 2018: 279 x 216: 732pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61264-8: £110.00
eBook: 978-0-429-46417-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-482-25839-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138612648

2nd Edition 
Creative Character Design 

2nd Edition 
Dungeons and Desktops
The History of Computer Role-Playing Games 
Matt Barton, Saint Cloud State University, Minnesota, USA, Matt Barton, Saint Cloud 
State University, Minnesota, USA and Shane Stacks
Computer role-playing games (CRPGs) are a special genre of computer games that bring 
the tabletop role-playing experience of games such as Dungeons & Dragons to the 
computer screen. Thisnew edition inlcudes two new chapters: The Modern Age, and a 
chapter on Indies and Mobile CRPGs. The new modern age chapter will cover, among other 
topics, Kickstarter/FIG crowdfunded projects such as Torment: Tides of Numenera and 
Pillars of Eternity. It'll also bring the book up to date with major games such as Dragon Age, 
Witcher, Skyrim. Expanded info in first chapter about educational potential of CRPGs. Color 
figures will be introduced for the first time.

A K Peters/CRC Press
March 2019: 235 x 156: 696pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57467-0: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-57464-9: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-351-27340-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138574670

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Eat, Drink, Animate
An Animator's CookbookBryan Tillman

Create compelling, original characters using archetypes and
design elements such as shadows and line with the tips and
techniques found in this image-packed book. Bryan Tillman
bridges the gap between the technique of drawing characters
and the theory of good character design by using case studies,
examples of professional art, and literary and pop culture
references to teach you how to develop a character, not just
draw one. The book also features Character Model Sheets that
will guide you through the creation of new and unique
characters. Finally, Bryan will break down established character

archetypes to show you why and how the different aspects of good character design work.

Edited by Tom Sito, Adjunct Professor of Animation, USC, 
Woodbury College, and UCLA
This book will be a celebration of the legendary artists who create 
animation, through their favourite past time when not drawing, 
namely cooking. Each entry will consist of a well-known 
animation artist, and his/her favourite personal recipe, and 
example of their work. Additionally an anecdote of their 
professional life that was food related.

CRC Press

CRC Press
February 2019: 279 x 216: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36543-3: £115.00

Market: Games & AnimationPb: 978-0-815-36539-6: £38.99
March 2019: 254 x 178: 152ppeBook: 978-1-351-26168-5
Hb: 978-0-815-39987-2: £115.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815365433
Pb: 978-0-815-39976-6: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-351-17116-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815399872

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Essential Computer Graphics Techniques for
Modeling, Animating, and Rendering Biomolecules
and Cells

Developing Creative Content for Games
Greg Johnson, Savannah College of Art and Design, Georgia, USA
This book provides readers with a solid understanding of game development, design,
narrative, charaterization, plot, back story and world creation--elements that are crucial for

A Guide for the Scientist and Artistgame writers and designers as they create a detailed world setting, adventure, characters,
narrative and plot suitable for possible publication. Game design and development issues Giorgio Luciano
such as writing for games, emergent complexity, risk-reward systems, competitive and

The book helps readers develop fundamental skills in the field of biomedical illustrations
with a training approach based on step-by-step tutorials with a practical approach.

cooperative game play will be investigated, analyzed and critiqued. Examples will be used
to highlight and explain the various concepts involved and how the game development
process works. Medical/scientific illustration mainly belongs to professionals in the art field or scientists

trying to create artistic visualization. There is not a merging between the two, even if theA K Peters/CRC Press
demand is high. This leads to accurate scientific images with no appeal (or trivial mistakes),Market: Games & Animation
or appealing CSI-like images with huge scientific mistakes. This gives the fundamentals toFebruary 2019: 254 x 178: 302pp
the scientist so they can apply CG techniques that give a more scientific approach creating
mistake-free images.

Hb: 978-0-367-13788-5: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-498-77766-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77767-4 A K Peters/CRC Press
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367137885 Market: Computer Science & Engineering

February 2019: 235 x 156: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79921-8: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-79922-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498799218
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
GPU PRO 360 Guide to GPGPUGame Anim

Wolfgang Engel, Confetti Special Effects, Encinitas, California,
USA
This book gathers all the content from the GPU Pro series (Vols
1-7; 2010-2016) into a convenient single source anthology
covering general compute functionality in computer graphics.
It covers ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve
many computer graphics programming challenges. The19
articles by leading programmers contained in this volume focus
on techniques that include going beyond the normal pixel and
triangle scope of GPUs and take advantage of the parallelism of
modern graphic processors to accomplish such tasks.

Video Game Animation Explained
Jonathan Cooper
Hints, tips, and best practices for creating video game animation
learned from some of the largest and most successful video
game productions in the world. This book de-mystifies the
animation side of game development, explaining every step of
the process while providing valuable insights and work
philosophies for creating the best animation for beginners and
professionals. Taking readers through a complete game project
and featuring workable examples and interactive tutorial scenes,
this book provides clear understanding of game animation
fundamentals and explanations of the very latest in cutting edge
technology and techniques to provide a holistic approach to

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Computer Science and Engineering
December 2018: 235 x 191: 364pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48441-2: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-48439-9: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-351-05210-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138484412

Dummy text to keep placeholder
GPU Pro 360 Guide to Image Space

the field of game animation.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
February 2019: 229 x 152: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09488-8: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-09487-1: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-10587-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138094888

2nd Edition 
Game Development and Simulation with Unreal
Technology Wolfgang Engel, Confetti Special Effects, Encinitas, California,

USA
This book gathers all the content from the GPU Pro series (Vols
1-7; 2010-2016) into a convenient single source anthology
covering image space in computer graphics. It covers
ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve many
computer graphics programming challenges. The 15 articles by
leading programmers contained in this volume focus on the
poweer and convenience of working in screen space.

A K Peters/CRC Press

Alireza Tavakkoli, Digital gaming and Sims Program Dir,
University of Houston-Victoria
This book will cover the latest version of of Unreal Technology
(specifically Unreal Engine 4.14) for development of real-time
digital interactive contents to be used in computerized games
or simulations. Industry level game concepts in level design,
coding and programming, as well as networking and multiplayer
concepts will be covered. Each chapter comes with a large
number of Do-It-Yourself extensions to the concept modules
to help solidify readers understanding of concepts and
techniques. In addition to the updates, much of the introductoty
material will be ommitted and placed online for reference,
reducing the printed page length by approximately 200 pages.

Market: Computer Science and Engineering
December 2018: 235 x 191: 217pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48435-1: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-48432-0: £38.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138484351A K Peters/CRC Press

Market: Computer Game Development
December 2018: 235 x 156: 736pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09220-4: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-09219-8: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-315-10763-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138092204

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
GPU Pro 360 Guide to LightingGPU Pro 360 Guide to 3D Engine Design

Wolfgang Engel, Confetti Special Effects, Encinitas, California,
USA
This book gathers all the content from the GPU Pro series (Vols
1-7; 2010-2016)  into a convenient single source anthology
covering 3D engine design in computer graphics. It covers
ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve many
computer graphics programming challenges. The  articles by
leading programmerscontained in this volume focus on
engine-level optimization techniques useful for modern games.

A K Peters/CRC Press

Wolfgang Engel, Confetti Special Effects, Encinitas, California,
USA
This book gathers all the content from the GPU Pro series (Vols
1-7; 2010-2016)  into a convenient single source anthology
covering mobile GPUs and the architecture of  tile-based GPUs.
It covers ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve
many computer graphics programming challenges. The articles
by leading programmerscontained in this volume focus on
newand interesting ways to solve existing rendering problems.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Computer Science & EngineeringMarket: Computer Science and Engineering
December 2018: 235 x 191: 490ppDecember 2018: 235 x 191: 370pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38553-0: £115.00Hb: 978-0-815-39079-4: £155.00
Pb: 978-0-815-38552-3: £38.99Pb: 978-0-815-39075-6: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-351-20123-0eBook: 978-1-351-17248-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815385530* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815390794
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
GPU Pro 360 Guide to Shadows

Wolfgang Engel, Confetti Special Effects, Encinitas, California,
USA
This book gathers all the content from the GPU Pro series (Vols
1-7; 2010-2016)  into a convenient single source anthology
covering lighting and global illumination in computer graphics.
It covers ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve
many computer graphics programming challenges. The articles
by leading programmerscontained in this volume focus on the
rendering techniques of global illumination.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
December 2018: 235 x 191: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38248-5: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-815-38247-8: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-351-20835-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815382485

3rd Edition 
Holistic Game Development with Unity 
Penny de Byl, Associate Professor, Bond University; Winner of the 2011 Unity
Technologies Unity Mobile Generation Great Education Giveaway
Master game design and digital art principles simultaneously with this all-in-one guide to 
creating games in the cutting-edge game engine Unity 5. Bursting with images and tutorials, 
Penny de Byl’s Holistic Game Development with Unity will help the reader gain the 
multidisciplinary skills needed to succeed in the independent game industry. Holistic Game 
Development includes new coverage on Augmented Reality, Networking and Virtual Reality 
such as the Oculus Rift. Supplementary material, including instructional videos, discussion 
forms and art assets are provided in the companion website located at www.holistic3d.com.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Games and Animation
February 2019: 254 x 178: 424pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48073-5: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-48062-9: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-351-05369-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138480735

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Infinite Animation
The Life and Work of Adam Beckett
Pamela Taylor Turner
Series: Focus Animation
This book is about the life and work of the late Adam K. Beckett. Beckett made six
award-winning animations between the years 1972-1975; ground-breaking films that
continue to influence artists today. He was also a unique and compelling character, a
shooting star at a time of change. Looking at his life and work illuminates significant social
and cultural changes of that time: the emerging independent animation movement of the
1970s in the United States; the rebirth of the visual effects industry; the intersection of
animation with newly developed video imaging and computer graphics; and the intense
Cultural Revolution that occurred in the 1960s.

Routledge
Market: Games & Animation
January 2019: 216x138: 194pp

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Introduction to 3D Modeling and Animation
Magesh Chandramouli, Purdue University, Calumet, Hammond, Indiana, USA
Graphics and 3D modeling/animation are cornerstones of the gaming industry, motion 
picture industry, digital lighting, and many other disciplines. Current books on this topic 
assume a basic or prior knowledge in 3D modeling/animation, making it extremely confusing 
for beginners and students due to their complex narrative. This book provides a simplistic 
and straighforward approach to the topic with thorough coverage of the fundamental 
concepts of 3D modeling/animation as well as the mathermatical foundations. Carefully 
crafted custom 3D models, review questions and other features make this the essential 
book for introductory animation, lighting/rendering and motion for computer animation.

CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
May 2019: 254 x 178: 416pp
Pb: 978-1-498-76491-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-498-76494-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498764919

Dummy text to keep placeholder
On Animation Set
Ron Diamond
On Animation: The Director's Perspective is a collection of interviews with 21 animated 
feature-film directors. These extensive interviews were conducted over the past several 
years by filmmakers and educators (and peers to the directors interviewd) Tom Sito and 
Bill Kroyer. Interviews cover in-depth discussion of each director's career -- focusing on 
their creative development, their films, lesson learned and advice. The interviews were 
edited and produced by Ron Diamond.
CRC Press
Market: Games and Animation
February 2019: 254 x 178: 402pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29555-1: £155.00
Pb: 978-1-138-29554-4: £77.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138295551

2nd Edition
Procedural Storytelling in Game Design
Edited by Tanya X. Short and Tarn Adams
This book is an edited collection of chapters, each covering an aspect of video game 
development called procedural generation. This approach to development means that 
the games themselves create their play areas, objects and stories based on a set of rules, 
rather than relying on the developer to handcraft each element individually. The reader 
will learn to create randomized maps, weave accidental plotlines, and manage complex 
systems that are prone to unpredictable behavior. Examines content and system creation. 
Designers from a variety of studios provide concrete examples from their games to illustrate 
the many facets of this emerging sub-discipline.

A K Peters/CRC Press
Market: Games & Animation
March 2019: 235 x 156: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-138-59531-6: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-59530-9: £46.99
eBook: 978-0-429-48833-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138595316

Hb: 978-0-815-38200-3: £45.00
eBook: 978-1-351-20939-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815382003
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Virtual Humans

David Burden, Daden Limited and Maggi Savin-Baden, 
University of Worcester
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Artificial Intelligence and Robotics 
Virtual Humans: Today and Tomorrow provides much needed 
definitions of what constitutes a "virtual human" and places 
them within a taxonomy of artificial intelligence. It explores the 
approaches to creating and using virtual humans, as well as 
issues such as embodiment, identity, and agency and their 
resulting ethical challenges.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
February 2019: 235 x 156: 290pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55801-4: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-315-15119-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138558014

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Visual Storytelling with Color and Light

Michael Humphries, Instructor, Art Center College of Design,
Pasadena, CA
In the world today—where digital is considered king—new
artists often forego training in traditional mediums, only to find
their art suffering down the road. Visual Storytelling with Color
and Light offers behind-the-scenes secrets of gouache, an
opaque watercolor painting technique that naturally leads its

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Advanced Game Narrative Toolbox
Tobias Heussner, Game Content/Narrative Designer
The Advanced Game Narrative Toolbox continues where the Game Narrative Toolbox 
ended. While the later covered the basics of writing for games, the Advanced Game Narrative 
Toolbox will cover techniques for the intermediate and professional writer. The book will 
cover topics such as how to adapt a novel to a game, how to revive IPs and how to construct 
transmedia worlds. Each chapter will be written by a professional with exceptional 
experience in the field of the chapter.

CRC Press
March 2019: 241 x 191: 128pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49964-5: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-49963-8: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-351-01439-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138499645

Dummy text to keep placeholder

The Pyramid of Game Design
Nicholas Lovell
In The Pyramid of Game Design, Nicholas Lovell offers a set of
tools that work for all games and will enable you to make better,
more profitable games. The heart of the analysis is the session,
the building block of your success. Understanding how the
on-ramp, playtime, time-to-go and the return hook interact is
crucial to building successful long-term games. Building on the
session, the pyramid places retention and superfan layers on
top of a base layer to create a compelling core. Filled with
practical advice, memorable anecdotes and a wealth of game
knowledge, the Pyramid of Game Design is a must-read for all
game developers.

A K Peters/CRC Press

practitioners to a deeper understanding of the color theory, composition, and lighting
principles they need to succeed in the industry. With insider information on best gouache
practices, Photoshop enhancements, and developing a signature style, this new guide has
everything you need to take your paintings and backgrounds to the next level.

CRC Press
Market: Animation
November 2019: 204 x 254: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-415-72064-9: £31.99Market: Games and Animation
eBook: 978-1-315-86686-4December 2018: 235 x 156: 326pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780415720649Hb: 978-1-138-29899-6: £115.00

Pb: 978-1-138-29889-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-0-429-44463-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138298996

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Dummy text to keep placeholder

VR Developer GemsUnlocking Animation Layout
Edited by William R. Sherman
This book takes the practicality of other "Gems" series such as
"Graphics Gems" and "Game Programming Gems" and provide
a quick reference for novice and expert programmers alike to
swiftly track down a solution to a task needed for their VR project.
Reading the book from cover to cover is not the expected use
case, but being familiar with the territory from the Introduction
and then jumping to the needed explanations is how the book
will mostly be used. Each chapter (other than Introduction) will
contain between 5 to 10 "tips", each of which is a self-contained
explanation with implementation detail generally demonstrated
as pseudo code, or in cases where it makes sense, actual code.

Expert Techniques for Effective Backgrounds
Dan Hansen, Former Head of Character Animation, CalArts;
Layout Artist and Supervisor, Disney Feature Animation
Acting as your personal mentor, this book walks you through
all of the elements of design and layout you’ll need to become
a successful layout artist. Each chapter discusses a new concept
using actual layout drawings from real films, includes a list of
film examples of the idea in action, and offers an assignment

that, once completed, can become part of your portfolio. Unlocking Layout focuses on the
design and art skills you’ll need to affect the viewer’s experience and help the director tell
the story. Packed with information you won’t find anywhere else, this book is an invaluable
resource for students and professionals who are interested in improving their layout skills.

A K Peters/CRC PressRoutledge

Market: Games & AnimationMarket: Animation

May 2019: 235 x 191: 648ppMarch 2019: 279 x 216: 307pp

Hb: 978-1-138-03012-1: £57.99Hb: 978-1-138-12055-6: £75.00

eBook: 978-1-315-15776-4Pb: 978-1-138-12057-0: £38.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138030121eBook: 978-1-315-65164-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138120556
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Computer and Cyber SecurityAlgorithm Design Practice for Collegiate

Programming Contests and Education Principles, Algorithm, Applications, and Perspectives
Edited by Brij B. Gupta
This is a monumental reference for the theory and practice of
computer security. Comprehensive in scope, this text covers
applied and practical elements, theory, and the reasons for the
design of applications and security techniques. It covers both
the management and the engineering issues of computer
security. It provides excellent examples of ideas and mechanisms
that demonstrate how disparate techniques and principles are
combined in widely-used systems. This book is acclaimed for its
scope, clear and lucid writing, and its combination of formal and
theoretical aspects with real systems, technologies, techniques,
and policies.

Yonghui Wu, Fudan University, Pudong New District,
Shanghai, People's Republic of China and Jiande Wang
This book can be used as an experiment and reference book for
algorithm design courses, as well as a training manual for
programming contests. It contains 247 problems selected from
ACM-ICPC programming contests and other programming
contests. There's detailed analysis for each problem. All problems,
and test datum for most of problems will be provided online.
The content will follow usual algorithms syllabus, and
problem-solving strategies will be introduced in analyses and
solutions to problem cases. For students in computer-related
majors, contestants and programmers, this book can polish their
programming and problem-solving skills with familarity of

algorithms and mathematics.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Information Technology
November 2018: 254 x 178: 666pp

CRC Press Hb: 978-0-815-37133-5: £92.00
Market: Computer Science & Engineering eBook: 978-0-429-42487-8
November 2018: 235 x 156: 692pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815371335
Pb: 978-1-498-77663-9: £77.00
eBook: 978-0-429-40185-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498776639

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Cryptographic and Information Security
Approaches for Images and Videos

Building and Managing an Effective Security
Operations Center

S. Ramakrishnan
This book presents essential principles, technical information,
and expert insights on multimedia security technology.
Illustrating the need for improved content security as the Internet
and digital multimedia applications rapidly evolve, it presents a
wealth of everyday protection application examples in fields
including . Giving readers an in-depth introduction to different
aspects of information security mechanisms and methods, it
also serves as an instructional tool on the fundamental
theoretical framework required for the development of advanced
techniques.

CRC Press

James L. Rainey, III, US Federal Government
Series: Internal Audit and IT Audit
An information security operations involves monitoring, assessing, and defending enterprise
information systems. For organizations without a formalized incident-handling capability,
the creation from scratch of a security operations center that enables centralized visibility,
alerting and investigation can be a daunting task. But fortunately organizations don’t need
a room full of security experts and an investment of millions of dollars in security systems
to make progress here. This book explains how to develop an effective security operations
center (SOC) and provides a roadmap for continuously evolving this capability to keep
pace with the tactics of the adversaries.

Auerbach Publications
Market: IT Security
April 2019: 235 x 156: 332pp
Pb: 978-1-138-19774-9: £61.99 December 2018: 235 x 156: 962pp
eBook: 978-1-315-27194-1 Hb: 978-1-138-56384-1: £111.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197749 eBook: 978-0-429-43546-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138563841

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Data Analytics: Effective Methods for Presenting
Results

CISO COMPASS
Navigating Cybersecurity Leadership Challenges with Insights from
Pioneers Effective Methods for Presenting Results

Todd Fitzgerald, Grant Thornton International, Ltd., Oak
Brook Terrace, Illinois, USA
The book provides direction for leading an information security
program from the perspective of the Chief Information Security
Officer (CISO). The book is a 'how-to-book' regarding the
important areas for the CISO to consider when building and
sustaining an information security program.Contains insights
into the experiences of 75 CISO obtained through surveys,
interviews. and case studies. 

Auerbach Publications

Edited by Subhashish Samaddar and Satish Nargundkar
Series: Data Analytics Applications
Effective presentation of analytical results is the key to close a project successfully. With
the meteoric rise in the popularity of data science and analytics, business executives focus
on analytics’ strategic interpretation and managerial implications, as well as value creation
from analytics. One of the major challenges faced by analytics specialists is to be able to
present and communicate the results of their analyses in business terms. With this book,
readers learn the strategies of effectively communicating and presenting quantitative
analytical results to their clients and senior management.

Auerbach Publications
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
March 2019: 235 x 156: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03548-5: £69.99

Market: Information Technology eBook: 978-1-315-26755-5
December 2018: 235 x 156: 526pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138035485
Hb: 978-1-498-74044-9: £61.99
eBook: 978-0-429-39901-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498740449
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Intelligence in IoT-enabled Smart CitiesHow to Build a Cyber-Resilient Organization

Fadi Al-Turjman
Smart Cities and intelligence are among the most significant
topics in IoT. Intelligence in communication and infrastructure
implementation is at the heart of this concept, and its
development is a key issue in smart cities. This book addresses
the challenges in realizing intelligence in smart cities and sensing
platforms in the era of cloud computing and IoT, varying from
cost and energy efficiency to availability and service quality. It
focuses on both the design and implementation aspects of
artificial intelligence approaches in smart cities and sensing
applications that are enabled and supported by IoT paradigms,
and mainly on data delivery approaches and their performability
aspects.

Dan Shoemaker, University of Detroit Mercy, Michigan, USA,
Anne Kohnke, Lawrence Technological University,
Southfield, Michigan, USA and Ken Sigler, Oakland
Community College, Auburn Hills, Michigan, USA
Series: Internal Audit and IT Audit
This book presents a standard methodology approach to
cyber-resilience. Readers will learn how to design a cyber-resilient
architecture for a given organization as well as how to maintain
a state of cyber-resilience in its day-to-day operation. Readers
will know how to establish a state of systematic cyber-resilience
within this structure and how to evolve the protection to
correctly address the threat environment. This revolves around

the steps to perform strategic cyber-resilience planning, implementation and evolution.
Readers will know how to perform the necessary activities to identify, prioritize and deploy
targeted controls and maintain a persistent and reliable reporting system.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Engineering - General
December 2018: 235 x 156: 296pp
Pb: 978-1-138-55819-9: £61.99
eBook: 978-0-429-40033-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138558199

Dummy text to keep placeholder
How Well Do Executives Trust Their Intuition

Edited by Jay Liebowitz, Yolande Chan, Tracy Jenkin, 
Dylan Spicker, Joanna Paliszkiewicz and Fabio Babiloni
Series: Data Analytics Applications
In this age of "big data", knowledge gained from experiential 
learning may be taking a back seat to analytics. But, the use of 
intuition should play an important role in the decision process. 
This book covers the Fulbright research study conducted by the 
authors. The main question is: How well do executives trust their 
intuition? In other words, do they typically prefer intuition over 
analysis/analytics, and what types of intuition (Holistic-Big Picture, 
Holistic-Abstract, Affective Intuition, Inferential Intuition) may
be most favorable looking at different variables? 

Auerbach Publications
Market: Computer Science & Engineering
January 2019: 235 x 156: 166pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49262-2: £100.00
eBook: 978-0-429-02226-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138492622

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Implementing Project and Program Benefit
Management

Kenn Dolan
Series: Best Practices in Portfolio, Program, and Project
Management
This book offers a practical approach to benefits management
and how it can be implemented in practice. It enables readers
to decide how they can establish a benefits-focused program
environment that is supported by senior stakeholders. Focusing
on transformation and change programs, this guide includes
practical guidance, including a benefit pathway, hints and tips,
practical and easy-to-follow examples

Auerbach Publications

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
January 2019: 235 x 156: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31684-3: £100.00
eBook: 978-0-429-02245-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138316843

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Introduction to Public Key Cryptography
Hu Xiong, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China
In addition to laying the foundation for today’s online security industry, PKC made encryption 
technologies accessible to individuals and companies. In view of the many achievements 
of PKC, it should be accessible to most people. Yet, it is difficult to get a unified account of 
the evolution of PKC from the scattered literature. It is precisely this gap that this book fills. 
It covers all the important research directions behind PKC that have been proposed to 
date, including provable security, implementation, and the state-of-the-art applications 
such as attribute-based cryptography.
Auerbach Publications
April 2019: 235 x 156: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-138-70876-1: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-315-20113-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138708761

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Opportunistic Networking
Models, Protocols, and Applications
Yong Li and Pan Hui
Opportunistic networks forms one of the two major categories of multi-hop ad hoc 
networks, which are widely used in many scenarios. Applications on opportunistic networks 
have been on mobile network, space networks, online social networks, and underwater 
networks, etc. This book introduces opportunistic networking by combining fundamental 
mathematical models, system architecture/protocols, and practical applications. The book 
summarizes the main outcomes and investigation of opportunistic networks and provides 
the overview picture and system training for newcomers to this promising area.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
April 2019: 235 x 156: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77559-5: £125.00
eBook: 978-1-315-36701-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498775595

Market: Business & Management
November 2018: 235 x 156: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78639-3: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-498-78849-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498786393
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Securing the CloudOSPF and IS-IS
Security Strategies for the Ubiquitous Data CenterFrom Link State Routing Principles to Technologies
Curtis Franklin Jr., Gainesville, Florida, USA and Brian Chee, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, USA

Rui Valadas
The book describes and compares both the IPv4 and IPv6
versions of OSPF and IS-IS. It explains OSPF and IS-IS by
grounding the analysis on the principles of link state routing. It
deliberately separate principles from technologies. The chapters
on principles explain the features of LSR protocols and discuss
the alternative design options, independently of technologies.
The chapters on technologies provide a comprehensive
description of OSPF and IS-IS with sufficient detail for
professionals that need operate these technologies. The final
chapter describes and discusses a set of experiments with Cisco
routers designed to illustrate the various features of OSPF and
IS-IS.

This book present the principles of cloud computing security. From a definition of terms
to key issues for service contracts, it's a must-have companion for anyone charged with
protecting cloud-based assets or using cloud-based security to protect traditional
computing assets. The book integrates the authors’ decades of experience in the IT industry
with interviews of IT executives from cloud security companies and enterprises using cloud
computing. Bringing together critical information from a variety of sources, this is an
indispensible reference for IT professionals.
Auerbach Publications
Market: Information Technology
June 2019: 235 x 156: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-466-56920-1: £61.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466569201

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
December 2018: 235 x 156: 406pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50455-4: £53.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02754-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138504554
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Security in IoT-enabled SpacesProject Management Methodologies, Governance

and Success Edited by Fadi Al-Turjman
Security and smart spaces are among the most significant topics in IoT nowadays. The
implementation of secured smart spaces is at the heart of this concept, and its developmentInsight from Traditional and Transformative Research

Robert Joslin
Series: Best Practices in Portfolio, Program, and Project
Management
This book focuses on how to identify and manage success factors
within a complex and constantly changing environment,
detailing the success factors and their relationships within and
between the portfolio, program and project levels. Every success
factor exhibits a number of attributes or topics, and each is
described in detail, including any phenomenological and holistic
aspect points. This approach ensures that all domains or
knowledge areas, as well as process steps that describe portfolio,
program and project management are covered.

Auerbach Publications

is a key issue in the next generation IoT. This book addresses major security aspects and
challenges in realizing smart spaces and sensing platforms in critical Cloud and IoT
applications. The book focuses on both the design and implementation aspects of security
models and strategies in smart that are enabled by wireless sensor networks and RFID
systems. It mainly examines seamless data access approaches and encryption and decryption
aspects in reliable IoT systems.

CRC Press
Market: Engineering - Electrical
March 2019: 235 x 156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-11123-6: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-03191-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367111236

January 2019: 235 x 156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-466-57771-8: £110.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466577718
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Software Engineering for Variability Intensive
Systems

Project Management of Large Software-Intensive
Systems

Foundations and ApplicationsMarvin Gechman
The book describes how to manage and successfully deliver large, complex, and expensive
systems that can be composed of millions of line of software code, being developed by

Edited by Ivan Mistrik, Matthias Galster and Bruce R. Maxim
This book addresses the challenges in the software engineering
of variability-intensive systems. Variability-intensive systems can
support different usage scenarios by accommodating different
and unforeseen features and qualities. The book features
academic and industrial contributions that discuss the challenges
in developing, maintaining and evolving systems, cloud and
mobile services for variability-intensive software systems and
the scalability requirements they imply. The book explores
software engineering approaches that can efficiently deal with
variability-intensive systems as well as applications and use cases
benefiting from variability-intensive systems.

numerous groups throughout the globe, that interface with many hardware items being
developed by geographically dispersed companies, where the system also includes people,
policies, constraints, regulations, and a myriad of other factors. It focuses on how to
seamlessly integrate systems, satisfy the customer’s requirements, and deliver within the
budget and on time. The guide is essentially a “shopping list” of all the activities that could
be conducted with tailoring guidelines to meet the needs of each project.
CRC Press
Market: Business & Management
April 2019: 254 x 178: 312pp
Pb: 978-0-367-13671-0: £74.99
eBook: 978-0-429-02793-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780367136710 Auerbach Publications

Market: Information Technology
February 2019: 235 x 156: 366pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34805-4: £100.00
eBook: 978-0-429-02206-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815348054
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Working with Oracle GoldenGate 12cTeaching Data Analytics
From Implementation to TroubleshootingPedagogy and Program Design
Gavin PowellSusan A Vowels and Katherine Goldberg
This book teaches the basics of Oracle GoldenGate, which is a product that is used to
simplify the process of Oracle Database Replication. GoldenGate can be used for reporting,

Series: Data Analytics Applications
Geared towards educators interested in developing curriculum related to data analytics.
Contains best practices for individual courses and program development. Covers the current failover, high availability, live reporting, data warehousing, and BigData ETL process, as well

as connecting to multiple other data sources outside of Oracle Database such as SQL Server,tools available in the classroom as well as support programs available to academic
MySQL, Teradata, PostgreSQL, and many others. The purpose of GoldenGate and itsinstitutions and faculty. Topics include the application of data analytics to a wide range of
popularity is its ability to make the highly complex architecture of database replication intodisciplines including business, psychology, and education. Contains material suitable to

both undergraduate and graduate programs. a much more simplistic task. This book teaches the reader how to use Oracle GoldenGate,
from installation to troubleshooting.
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Auerbach PublicationsJune 2019: 235 x 156: 275pp
February 2019: 235 x 156: 320ppHb: 978-1-138-74414-1: £150.00
Hb: 978-1-138-19757-2: £53.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138744141
eBook: 978-1-315-27719-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197572
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The Insider Threat
Assessment and Mitigation of Risks

Eleanor E. Thompson, U.S. Coast Guard
This book provides emergent knowledge relating to physical,
cyber, and human risk mitigation in a practical and readable
approach for the corporate environment. It presents and
discusses practical applications of risk management techniques
along with useable practical policy change options. This practical
organizational security management approach examines
multiple aspects of security to protect against physical, cyber,
and human risk. A practical more tactical focus includes
managing vulnerabilities and applying countermeasures. The
book guides readers to a greater depth of understanding and
action-oriented options.

Auerbach Publications
Market: Information Technology
December 2018: 235 x 156: 213pp
Hb: 978-1-498-74708-0: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-498-74709-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498747080
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User-Centric and Information-Centric Networking
and Services
Access Networks and Emerging Trends
Edited by M. Bala Krishna, University School of Information and Communication
Technology, GGS, Indraprstha University, Delhi, India
User-Centric Networks (UCN) and Information-Centric Networks (ICN) are new
communication paradigms to increase the efficiency of content delivery and also content
availability. In this new concept, the network infrastructure actively contributes to content
caching and distribution. This book presents the basic concepts of UCN and ICN, describes
the main architecture proposals for these networks, and discusses the main challenges to
their development. The book also looks at the current challenges for this concept, including
naming, routing and caching on the network-core elements, several aspects of content
security, user privacy, and practical issues in implementing UCN and ICN.

CRC Press
March 2019: 235 x 156: 278pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63332-2: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-315-20765-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138633322
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